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                        WHY PLUMBCALL?

                        At PlumbCall, we aim to make it faster and easier for you to get your plumbing, drainage and gas problems fixed!
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                                            Our focus is to leave you with a great 'PlumbCall Experience'. We believe in setting a high level of service professionally; this starts with being courteous and friendly and finishes with a job done right, left clean and tidy. 

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                            

                                            Our promise to you is "25% of the bill if we don't arrive when we say we will!' With our 'Guaranteed Speed,' we work in with your schedule and arrive on time. 

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                            

                                            Our Service Techs are available nights and weekends, providing you with a genuine 24hour service.

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                            

                                            You'll have 'Peace of Mind' with our 100% No-Risk Money Back Guarantee. 

                                        

                                    
	
                                        
                                            

                                            If it's URGENT, we'll make it SERIOUSLY URGENT!!! Your problem is our business!
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                                Join the PlumbCall Network to discover your Lifestyle and create your Opportunity.
Learn how to work Smarter, NOT Harder; franchises are available across Australia, in your town, NOW!!
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                                                Invest in Your Success so you can ‘Do What You Do Best, We’ll Handle the Rest’.
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                                                No interrupting phone calls and get instance support.
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                                                Be the business owner you always wanted to be.
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						Local Plumbing Services Near Your Area

Are you facing a plumbing emergency and need a reliable plumber near you? Our team of experienced plumbers is ready to tackle any plumbing issue you might encounter. Whether it’s a leaky faucet, a clogged drain, or a burst pipe, we’re here to help. Our team of experienced plumbers is proud to offer comprehensive plumbing services to residents and businesses in our community.

From routine maintenance to emergency repairs, we’ve got you covered. Our skilled technicians use state-of-the-art equipment and techniques to diagnose and resolve plumbing issues quickly and efficiently. We understand that plumbing problems can arise at any time, which is why we offer prompt and reliable service when you need it most.

Whether you’re dealing with a leaky pipe, a malfunctioning water heater, or a backed-up sewer line, we have the knowledge and expertise to get the job done right the first time. We take pride in our reputation for excellence and are committed to delivering superior results on every job.

When you choose us for your plumbing needs, you can expect honest advice, upfront pricing, and exceptional customer service. Your satisfaction is our priority, and we’ll work tirelessly to ensure that your plumbing system is running smoothly.

Don’t let plumbing issues disrupt your life. Contact us today to schedule an appointment with our local plumbing experts near your area. We look forward to serving you!
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Dan O'Connor
1712611881

Punctual and did great work. Happy to recommend.



[image: Lauren M]
Lauren M
1712287828

Excellent service, excellent communication, and nothing was too much trouble despite a challenging job. Highly recommended.
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Debra Edwards
1712281741

Fast response to call out, efficient and courteous. Clear explanation of problem causing the blocked sewerage and successful unblocking and repair.
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Ryan Stewart
1712268305

Plumbcall BundabergAre great on time and reliable.Great communicationThank you for your help over Easter with our hot water
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Amanda darcy
1712221548

Arrived on time gave us a quote for work to be done. Done good job then went out of his way to get us a new seat as other one was broken. Good quick work and a polite young man very happy with work done.
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Hazel Burscough
1712205078

Great service. Attended the same day as the request. Good communication from Jaiden and very professional job completed within a good time frame.Would highly recommend these guys and I will use the service again for sure.Thank you for your help.
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Matthew Carkeek
1712122578

Great friendly service
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Geoff McIntosh
1712121627

Prompt efficient and friendly service.
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Julia Wallace
1711588779

Cameron is amazing. Contacted me the same day and organised a time, work completed promptly and at a great price. So glad I found my new plumber!
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Samantha Jones
1711449055

Thanks plumbcall and specifically Colby who is always very friendly and professional when coming out. Saved us with a couple plumbing emergencies lately 😀
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Keith Bromley
1711432047

Came within 3 hours of first call, good job. Fixed this broke T joint quickly.
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Pete
1711417618

I needed a plumber. They booked a time to come round to give me a quote. They were on the ball faster than I could throw it with the quote, and it was shortly after they came to do the job. Can’t complain at all. Will definitely use them again. Well done fellas.
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Anna Scott
1711347513





[image: Adam Willis]
Adam Willis
1711269698

Fantastic service, from a very prompt quote for the work I required to getting the job done basically as soon as I accepted that quote. Very polite and friendly team. I would definitely recommend them.
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Marina Shervey
1711265429

I called Plumbcall with a blocked toilet on a Friday, from start to finish I had nothing but impeccable customer service. The lady on the phone booked me in to get a qualified plumber to come out and look at my plumbing issue the same day,  Jaiden arrived within the time frame advised. Jaiden was a very thorough plumber and at all times told me what his plan was re our plumbing issue. He explained what he believed what was the issue and explained my options. I felt very comfortable with his plan and we went forward with his recommendations . Our issue was rectified and we had a follow up call, and an email & several texts and I felt that Plumbcall definitely are a company that whom I would be more than happy to work with if needed I the future. Thank you Plumbcall for your  excellent customer service. Moving forward if I have any issues in Bundaberg I will be calling Plumbcall!
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Jyden Kirkpatrick
1711259159

Very quick service highly recommend



[image: Erwin Smith]
Erwin Smith
1711140704

My toilet emergency was all fixed up in no time!Service was prompt, friendly and affordable.Thank you!
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Deborah Delley
1711077941

Service was prompt, efficient and quality workmanship. Job was left clean and tidy. This callout was rectifying previous work that now I think would be considered poorly compared to what was done. Very happy.
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Peter lusk
1711067481

Tyler from Plum call was friendly reliable efficient and highly recommend his work
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Margaretha Wright
1711063981

Very punctual and did a great job. Highly recommend.
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Georgina Callanan
1710902417
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Colleen Turvey
1710808816

Prompt, friendly, efficient service. Happy to recommend to anyone. Will definitely be calling again when I need more work done.
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Wanda Fenner
1710803938

Absolutely 💯.  It was an emergency pipe repair. It took less than 20 minutes for a youg plumber to attend and all was fixed within half an hour. Brilliant service. Would not hesitate to recommend them 👌
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Jordan Carroll
1710754529

Fast and professional service.  Very happy dealing with Plumbcall, would recommend them to anyone.
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Pamela Hankinson
1710740451

Very happy with work



[image: Tanya Miller]
Tanya Miller
1710725571

A job done within 2 weeks of the quote and 2 workers on site that were professional and considerate with heavy machinery so my yard wasnt torn up was a surprise to me. I have already booked another job and will continue to use plumbcall .



[image: scottyjames400]
scottyjames400
1710627987

Cameron was great to deal with and Jordan was the plumber onsite fixed the water leak quickly service was great would highly recommend.
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Callan Fowler
1710371232

Had the guys out last week to fix some old taps and they were brilliant, they fixed a leaky cistern I also had on top of the original works with no complaint. Excellent business.
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Megan Bradshaw
1710312331

Excellent service, job was explained to me clearly, great customer service from initial phone call to fixing the blocked pipe.
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Con Costi
1710308041





[image: Kirsty Chant]
Kirsty Chant
1710307399

Great job, excellent communication, gave me some great tips to fix the problem myself if it happens again. Thank you.
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Robert Newton
1710222199

I have been using Plumbcall for a considerable time. Nothing ever seems too much for them. They are hard working, honest and reliable.Used Plumbcall again over the last couple of days. Excellent service again. Thankyou.
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Scott Robertson
1710149682

Great service, great workmanship, great communication, highly reccomend
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Deb Simmonds
1710142913

Fast professional serviceFriendly plumber and clean work very happy will definitely use again



[image: Nerida Geebel]
Nerida Geebel
1709882256

Plumbcall are great 5 out of 5 for on time and value for money
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Jessie Newnham
1709710263

Fast response, very professional and reasonably priced. Thanks!
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Andrew Blamey
1709694007

Needed a Bbq rangehood installed and couldn't find anyone. Someone suggested Plumbcall. They were super helpful on the phone and then did the job quickly when I went ahead.Great service and will definitely give them a call for other plumbing needs.
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Jacob White
1709619402

I had an issue with leaky taps. With in 24 hours someone was on site fixing the issue. They were super friendly and helpful with a reasonable price. Would highly recommend
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Julia Pietruszka
1709618272

Great service on both occassions, quick friendly and respectful service. I can highly recommend Plumbcall - for all your plumbing needs.
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nancy-jayne hughes
1709523924

Kolbe was awesome and super professional with his work. Would highly recommend Kolbe from Plumbcall to fix any plumbing needs
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Gary
1709523493

Great zero. Cameron was fantastic, repairs were made very quickly and reasonably priced.
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Leanne Spera
1709509047

Highly recommend. Peter was prompt and helpful. Very happy, will tell everyone. Thanks so much
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Katherine Tamou
1709284697

From quoting to finish, the job was completed in a couple of days. Happy with the work and Zaine was great, super knowledgeable and happy to answer any questions.
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John Appleby
1709187572

On time for quote and job. Friendly and efficient service. Takes pride in his work. Will use Peter for my future plumbing needs.
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Heather Witham
1709159037

Alex was fantastic. He came within a couple of hours of my call and had the problem fixed the next day! Highly recommended.
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Krethion
1709101276
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Brooke Walker
1709099905

Professional and prompt service. Tyler was very prompt from initial inquiry to the very end of the service and made sure to keep us in the loop the whole time.
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Dawn Smith
1709097345

Marion is elderly lady with dementia - the admin people were wonderful and when Sharon said how busy and may not get there for few days - 1 hour later Robbie rang to organise to come today. Promptly arrived, found problem and fixed it. Wonderful understanding of elderly and Marion’s stress. So polite and open. Thank You
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Laurie Paterson
1709011130

If I could give Plumbcall 10 stars I would. After being disappointed by several other plumbers from other companies, (who came recommended), Cameron and Jordan arrived when they said they would and within 1 minute had me at ease. Told me they would get it sorted and that is exactly what they did. Fixed one issue straight away and returned the next day to replace the pump. Excellent service and communication throughout. Will use them for ALL my plumbing needs from now on and will highly recommend them to anyone in need of plumbing services. Thanks again guys for your great attitudes and service. Cannot thank you enough! A+👍
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Suzie Q30
1709011116

Going through the internet booking was great, the plumber Billy was helpful, and good at his job.Edit Feb 2024. Used them again for a problem with my toilet, just as good as the first time, the plumber Jaiden was very helpful, gave us a lot of information, and on time.
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Susan McGuire
1709003069

Fantastic service.  Arrived exactly when they said they would and quickly identified the source of our water leak.  Followed up with a phone call to make sure the replacement parts had arrived and had the problem fixed.
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Carnage Jo (Joanne Sanotti)
1708993396

100% Best service from Tyler!
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Allan rose
1708991411

Great service, rapid response, highly recommended
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Pat Lorraway
1708891959

Friendly staff and completed the job whilst advising what they found and fixing the problem.
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Maria
1708767217

Unreal service!
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Jennifer Morey
1708739766

Even though my job wasn’t an emergency, they offered to come out same day, but due to commitments on my end they came out first thing the next day. Have used Plumbcall previously, and will definitely use again. Thank you for the fast, friendly and efficient work.
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Marion McLeod
1708674685

I rang Plumbcall at 10:30am to get the leaking bathroom taps fixed. The receptionist was friendly and efficient, passing my details on.10 minutes later Corey rang, he asked if it could wait till Monay. I had no problems with that as the second bathroom isn’t used. Plumbcall rang back around 12:30, and a friendly young man was there by 1:00pm.He advised me on the taps with an option to stop the water to that sink. I took that advice. He offered professional service, good advice with great customer service.I would recommend Plumbcall for all plumbing.
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MickyBlueBlue1
1708663077

Professional tradesmen, good advice and responsive delivery, thanks Colby.
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John Britton
1708652825

Excellent and timely response. Had all the requirements and fixed the problem. Recommend them to anyone who needs prompt and courteous service
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M Walt
1708650042

Have required assistance for my residential property multiple occasions. Glad I called Plumbcall. Prompt, efficient and transparent prices. Jaiden identified the issues quickly and provided quality work to fix them. I chose Plumbcall randomly but will be my go to from now on. Cheers
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Donna Lindley
1708587564

Was very happy with the job that was done. Very pleasant boys to deal with. So thank you very much. I would recommend these guys to anyone.
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Jenny Carpenter
1708567900

Very prompt and efficient service. Very happy customer. Would highly recommend.
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Christine Var
1708557117

They came out straight away when we had major water loss. Appreciated their prompt and professional attitude.Thank you
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Alexandra Anderson
1708500737

Plumbcall was awesome.  They came out really quickly & Mitch fixed the problem within a week! Having a brand new toilet is one of those quiet luxuries in life 😉
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mandy oconnor
1708483081

A great result.
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Tyson
1708477090

Quick and efficient
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Denise Barnett
1708475368

Very helpful and wellMannered young man. Thank you
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Jo Jo Newitt
1708313935

Super quick, no fuss, professional work. Highly recommend !
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Bob Pacey
1708310343

Prompt same day service. Came when thay said they would. And efficient replacement of hot water system.
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Anton Artemenko
1708308662

Top job!
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Warren Freeman
1708206176

Plumbcall Glsdstone The Team are number 1 for fast and effectively attending to a toilet leak due to another plumber's mistake and also installing a dish washer. Highly recommend this business.
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Annette Watson
1708156493

I would like to thank Tim from Plumbcall and Jason from BML Electrical for the installation of a new hot water heater. I rang Tim late in the afternoon of Wednesday with a leaking hot water system. Tim said he would ring me early Thursday morning hoping to organise an electrician to install a new one (my hot water water system was installed in 2011). He rang and advised, he and the electrician would be there about 10am. I can't thank them both enough for their prompt service. Their prices were excellent and I'm more than happy with the work they provided and would highly recommend both Tim and Jason
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C
1708129677

Woke up in the poo.... Huge thanks to Tyler 👍... prompt and proficient... Very happy with service
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Mrs B
1708057434

Tim is excellent, highly recommended!  We use him all the time.
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Thomas Newlands
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[image: Natasha Bunn]
Natasha Bunn
1707883827

Ben was very helpful, and explained everything clearly. Definitely use them again in the future.
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Adam Simpson
1707816739

Very professional service.



[image: Matt Humphries]
Matt Humphries
1707556271

We had our mains water pipe burst flooding our front yard on a Saturday arvo. Old mate turned up within 30 mins and had it sorted in 15 minutes, had a great attitude and was very professional.  Would highly reccommend.



[image: Des Friend]
Des Friend
1707448894

We were very happy with Plumbcall's punctuality and quality of work, even though it was a minor repair but a lot of plumbers aren't very interested in minor jobs. Good job Rob, will be using you guys again.
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Clem Heron
1707442109

Great prompt service will use a again



[image: Mike Rule]
Mike Rule
1707381046

We recently purchased and had installed a heat pump hot water system from PlumbCall. The whole process was very straightforward, they were available to answer any questions and the installation itself was a very smooth and professional job. We would recommend PlumbCall to any persons looking at heat pump hot water systems.
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[image: David Lionial Hine]
David Lionial Hine
1707272656

Service was on time and completed with no mess.See you on the next one.
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Therese Leigh
1707256283

Excellent Service again.
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Peter Castles
1707202068

Thank you to Reid for calling out for an emergency job to get water beck on.Excellent service from the initial receptionist to job completion.Professionalism like that is much appreciated.
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Jane Morrow
1707101971

Tim at Plumbcall Gladstone was very quick to fix an emergency plumbing situation at weekend. Thank you so much Tim very professional team.
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Colin Harrison
1706920663

Excellent service. Arrived within 30 minutes on a weekend call out.



[image: Michael Miedecke]
Michael Miedecke
1706746658

Very happy with the replacement of washers etc on our 2 tap basins in both Bathrooms. Very good service.
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James G
1706673794

Available at short notice for a water filter install. Professional and tidy job.
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Dsign3
1706331547

Awesome service, super quick and easy to deal with. Highly recommend!
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Wilfred De Greef
1706157041

Fast, prompt, friendly and efficient service.Cannot fault this company for their price and assistance.Would highly recommend to anyone.
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Lisa Leticq
1706139933

Alex and Dave from PlumbCall were amazing.Reduced our stress and fixed our issue in a quick time turnaround . Great communicators.Cleaned up after the job. Highly recommend.
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Stan Kenton
1706078595

professional, swiftThank you
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Kerri Margetts
1705962757

Quick and efficient
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Helen Baxter
1705913267

Plumbcall was very flexible, timely with well mannered, experienced plumbers who left the job clean and tidy. Reasonably priced too!



[image: Talia Ryan]
Talia Ryan
1705619878

I recently engaged Pumbcall to investigate a blockage in the bathroom of a property of mine. Their communication the entire time was second to none, letting me know when when they were attending side, and what the issue was. They resolved the issue promptly and left the property in immaculate condition.From my initial phone call to job completion was less that 2 hours! Thrilled is an understatement! Thanks guys!



[image: Michael Luders]
Michael Luders
1705548514

As always having used them three times now they were Excellent :-)Four times now would recommend :-)Five times now and just as good as before Jan 24
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Dale
1705534001

Nathan was professional, pleasant and did a great job.
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Nicole Hill
1705473943

From the initial contact with the office to the plumber on site ,all staff were prompt,thorough, and knowledgeable. Very professional and definately reasonably priced.  Have used before and will continue to recommend in the future



[image: AMANDA GARDNER]
AMANDA GARDNER
1705469931

Such a great professional job!Thank you for crawling under the house, struggling with the heat etc.I love my new stove!



[image: Lisa Houston]
Lisa Houston
1705452019

These guys have been fantastic! Very helpful, responsive to our questions and got the job done promptly and professionally.  Thanks Tim and the rest of the team. Highly recommended 👌
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Rob
1705443582

Came out ealry and got the job done quickly.  Much appreciated, will use them in the future if I find any more leaks.



[image: Christine Goodman]
Christine Goodman
1705295784

I can highly recommend the speedy service from Nathan at Plumbcall Hervey Bay.   My hot water system packed it in (on a Sunday), and within 30mins Nathan had a temporary unit set up and a brand new system installed first thing the next day.   Thanks again.   I'm so grateful.
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Daniel
1705289792

Great prompt service. Fixed the fault straight away
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Wendy Perfect
1705287802
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Ron Luke
1705097267

Thank guys a job well done.Plumbcall have done two jobs for us now and have attended asap on both occasions. Fast efficient and friendly. Will definitely use Alex and the team in the future.I highly recommend plumbcall 👍👍👍
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Stephen Marks
1705041966

Nathan was very thorough in solving our plumbing issues and was punctual too.
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Katie McKeaten
1705034430
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David Mills
1705027197

Excellent and speedy service, they make complicated situations look very easy and would highly recommend them.
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Barrie King
1704942938
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Ben Young
1704937357

3hr turn around from call to completion with great communication, couldn't be happier!



[image: Alan Nassau]
Alan Nassau
1704937113

Great service and knowledgeable tradesman. Would definitely use again



[image: Vickie Palmer]
Vickie Palmer
1704933825

I needed help, water line burst, came almost right away.  I am so grateful. Very efficient,  great service, affordable.  Thank you so much for your prompt assistance and pleasant manner. 😃
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Georgia S
1704878747

Thank you for helping us sort our gas issue so quickly! A+++



[image: erica drury]
erica drury
1704786612

Rob was able to come out the same day to look and see what was needed to complete the job . He then came out the very  next morning after getting the parts to complete the job. He was fast, efficient and at a reasonable price. I will be using him again and will be recommending too.
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Helen Wilson
1704692487

Awesome. Needed help quickly and Peter was more than willing and was there within hours.
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Mark
1704691446

Outstanding fast reliable service. Highly recommendThanks 😊😊👍👍



[image: Adrian Dwyer]
Adrian Dwyer
1704691407

Quick, responsive, quality, friendly  service.  Work performed included replacing a leaking tap, installing 2 x new toilets.  Will use again.



[image: Tina Walton]
Tina Walton
1704691397

Really prompt response to 'can you help me now' calls.Solutions and options offered to particular older plumbing situations - job done efficiently and without fuss leaving me with peace of mind that older plumbing issues are now modified and functional.



[image: Raeleen Williams]
Raeleen Williams
1704417937

Very Very happy.



[image: Kirsten Mannion]
Kirsten Mannion
1704363626

Fixed my blocked sinks in the kitchen. Plumber was friendly and helpful.



[image: Julie Seymour]
Julie Seymour
1704343790

Great response to our request would most definitely use next time I need a plumber



[image: Judy Patten]
Judy Patten
1704338028

Have no hesitation in giving 5 stars. Nathan was exceptional and very down to earth and explained everything in a way we could understand the issue at hand. Very professional and great workmanship plus cleaned up after the job and took away all the rubbish. Very reliable and would definitely call again if need be.
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Joe Simpson
1704258266
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L A
1703827208

Exceptional customer service.  I didn't think I would be able to get a plumber this time of year.  Called Plumbcall. Receptionist was so polite and professional.  Advised I would receive a call to discuss my problem further . Jack called and assessed urgency and scheduled  Ben in for the next day as he was not available.  Ben confirmed booking time later that evening and received a 30 min text prior to arriving.  What a team, and such a positive experience.  So fantastic for Yeppoon and such professionalism from office to field.  I highly recommend them.
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Damien Richardson
1703801659

I would not go through anyone else. Alex was prompt to respond and professional. Particularly in the Bendigo area. Excellent service . Thank you
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Rob Anderson
1703740788

Great service and a quick response. Thanks for the help with our blocked drain.
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Katherine Bell
1703670285

Very friendly  and honest.  On time and resolved situation  quickly
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Warren Harris
1703645161
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Chris Hoffmann
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Nichole Foley
1703289939

Tim was lovely. He was transparent with cost of the job, efficient and didn’t spend more time than necessary to complete the job. He was able to fit us in a day earlier and was really helpful when I needed a job done urgently. I am definitely keeping Tim as my go to plumber.
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Gailk Stockdale
1703237243

Thank you Tim for your help with my kitchen tap - wish you & your family a very Merry Xmas & a Safe and happy new year
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Christine McLean
1703231963

If I could put in more stars, I would.   Thank you Ben for coming so fast and solving our water leak.
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Rodney SPENCE
1703118624

Fast and Efficient
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Penny Weir
1702948432

Great service, came within 24hrs for non urgent job.  Very friendly.
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Lyn Wall
1702869809
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Maureen Hill
1702866120

Problem identified and fixed quickly. All interactions with staff from Plumbcall were easy. Exceptional customer service skills displayed during all conversations.  Repairs done to a high standard by Colby. Thank you.
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Mark Morrow
1702694170

Gad burst pipe in vanity in bathroom. Water everywhere. They had someone there within the hour. Excellent service and workmanship. Highly recommended.
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WM RckPHyd
1702540893

Plumbcall were a pleasure to work with. The admin staff were efficient and friendly, even when a change in date was required.The plumber called before doing the work and did a neat job.
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David Crossley
1702537628

Peter saved my bacon, champion effort. 10/10



[image: Kathryn Stan]
Kathryn Stan
1702502155

Amazing service. The pipes under my laundry had burst and they came out first thing to repair it for me. Greatly appreciated, thanks.



[image: vinu velappakutty]
vinu velappakutty
1702437718

Excellent service and great work.Thank you



[image: Jp Carroll]
Jp Carroll
1702424640

Peter was very quick to respond to my request for work that needed to be done. He was very knowledgeable, approachable and clearly explained all possible options for the situation I had. I would highly recommend Peter to get things sorted ASAP. Jp



[image: Susie Erratt]
Susie Erratt
1701924523

We were recommended to Peter and he responded ASAP he went out of his way to attend and do a professional job
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Sandra Keetelaar
1701384551

Great service, fast, efficient, very professional & well priced. Would highly recommend PlumbCall.



[image: Michael Hoare]
Michael Hoare
1701323633

Called Peter in the morning as toilet cistern was not working. Arrived at 1:00 pm same day fixed the issue by 2:00 pm.  So impressed with his service obtaining a quote on more plumbing work.Thank you Peter for the excellent service.
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Chris Goulding
1701247844

Excellent service, 2 hours response time from 1st enquiry to house visit. Cant reccomend enough.
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Vivienne Grigg
1700721387

Very professional, polite & efficient. Fixed job down
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Angel
1700551242

I received call back within 5 min, Alex came within 20 min and fixed the problem highly recommended
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A-Line Holiday Park
1700550855
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Kelsey Morgan
1700457700

They were very fast at coming round to fix my front tap when it had broken, the repairman was friendly and it honestly did not cost as much as I was expecting.Thankyou so much
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MATT THOMPSON
1700112052

Prompt, efficient and reasonable priced.
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Paul McGrath
1700088283

Alex was great, got here as quickly as he could and helped out with advice about a couple of issues. Thanks!



[image: B Campbell]
B Campbell
1700035185

Alex was polite, professional & got us booked in quickly. Even was quick to respond when we had a follow up issue.Great pricing and really pleased with the result.Thank you Alex!
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Jennifer Ormsby
1699098754

Excellent service will use them again
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Teresa Hart
1698905547

Thanks to Peter who sorted our issue. Would recommend Plumbcall and use them again.
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mina ghprial
1698702575

the best in bendigo!!!
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Mark McGrath
1698284624
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Renee
1697165226

Great service from first call to installation! Very reliable, friendly, punctual, knowledgeable and efficient! Overall, a great company to deal with. I highly recommend Plumbcall for all of your plumbing needs. I will certainly be calling them again next time I need some plumbing work done! Thanks to Alex for installing a new toilet cistern to stop water waste and a new bathroom sink mixer in my ensuite so that I have hot water in there again!
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Nichola Wright
1696411013

Very helpful and friendly staff thanks to Peter
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Teresa Harris
1693290276
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Darwin Operations
1691562205





[image: Debbie]
Debbie
1688106626

Brenton was able to come the same day as he finished another job early. We had a hotwater pressure issue in our caravan and he kept at it until he could locate where the issue was and fix it. Really nice guy and happy with the service and job done.
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Scott Lusted
1687943205

Brenton was very prompt, professional and friendly.  He made sure all was clean before he left and was attentive to our needs.  His quality and workmanship exceeded our expectations.  Highly recommended.
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B Thomas
1683361050

Peter did an excellent job in our property.
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Carol Bowman
1681277343

Was very responsive to a non urgent job.



[image: Matt Thompson]
Matt Thompson
1681192190

Peter promptly answered my message and organised to attend. I received a call stating he was on his way and attended 15 minutes later. Arrived and diagnosed the problem gave me some options and then quickly and efficiently installed new Mixer. All up very happy with the service and will definitely be utilising this Company again should the need arise.
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Darryl Shaw
1679554409

Prompt professional service at a reasonable price. Thanks Peter.
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Leanne Spera
1709509047

Highly recommend. Peter was prompt and helpful. Very happy, will tell everyone. Thanks so much
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John Appleby
1709187572

On time for quote and job. Friendly and efficient service. Takes pride in his work. Will use Peter for my future plumbing needs.
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John Britton
1708652825

Excellent and timely response. Had all the requirements and fixed the problem. Recommend them to anyone who needs prompt and courteous service
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Tyson
1708477090

Quick and efficient
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Daniel
1705289792

Great prompt service. Fixed the fault straight away



[image: Helen Wilson]
Helen Wilson
1704692487

Awesome. Needed help quickly and Peter was more than willing and was there within hours.
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David Crossley
1702537628

Peter saved my bacon, champion effort. 10/10



[image: vinu velappakutty]
vinu velappakutty
1702437718

Excellent service and great work.Thank you



[image: Jp Carroll]
Jp Carroll
1702424640

Peter was very quick to respond to my request for work that needed to be done. He was very knowledgeable, approachable and clearly explained all possible options for the situation I had. I would highly recommend Peter to get things sorted ASAP. Jp
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Susie Erratt
1701924523

We were recommended to Peter and he responded ASAP he went out of his way to attend and do a professional job



[image: Michael Hoare]
Michael Hoare
1701323633

Called Peter in the morning as toilet cistern was not working. Arrived at 1:00 pm same day fixed the issue by 2:00 pm.  So impressed with his service obtaining a quote on more plumbing work.Thank you Peter for the excellent service.
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Chris Goulding
1701247844

Excellent service, 2 hours response time from 1st enquiry to house visit. Cant reccomend enough.
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MATT THOMPSON
1700112052

Prompt, efficient and reasonable priced.
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Teresa Hart
1698905547

Thanks to Peter who sorted our issue. Would recommend Plumbcall and use them again.
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Nichola Wright
1696411013

Very helpful and friendly staff thanks to Peter
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Debbie
1688106626

Brenton was able to come the same day as he finished another job early. We had a hotwater pressure issue in our caravan and he kept at it until he could locate where the issue was and fix it. Really nice guy and happy with the service and job done.
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Scott Lusted
1687943205

Brenton was very prompt, professional and friendly.  He made sure all was clean before he left and was attentive to our needs.  His quality and workmanship exceeded our expectations.  Highly recommended.
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B Thomas
1683361050

Peter did an excellent job in our property.
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Carol Bowman
1681277343

Was very responsive to a non urgent job.
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Matt Thompson
1681192190

Peter promptly answered my message and organised to attend. I received a call stating he was on his way and attended 15 minutes later. Arrived and diagnosed the problem gave me some options and then quickly and efficiently installed new Mixer. All up very happy with the service and will definitely be utilising this Company again should the need arise.
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Darryl Shaw
1679554409

Prompt professional service at a reasonable price. Thanks Peter.
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[image: Amanda darcy]
Amanda darcy
1712221548

Arrived on time gave us a quote for work to be done. Done good job then went out of his way to get us a new seat as other one was broken. Good quick work and a polite young man very happy with work done.
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Peter lusk
1711067481

Tyler from Plum call was friendly reliable efficient and highly recommend his work



[image: Tanya Miller]
Tanya Miller
1710725571

A job done within 2 weeks of the quote and 2 workers on site that were professional and considerate with heavy machinery so my yard wasnt torn up was a surprise to me. I have already booked another job and will continue to use plumbcall .
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Deb Simmonds
1710142913

Fast professional serviceFriendly plumber and clean work very happy will definitely use again
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Brooke Walker
1709099905

Professional and prompt service. Tyler was very prompt from initial inquiry to the very end of the service and made sure to keep us in the loop the whole time.
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Dawn Smith
1709097345

Marion is elderly lady with dementia - the admin people were wonderful and when Sharon said how busy and may not get there for few days - 1 hour later Robbie rang to organise to come today. Promptly arrived, found problem and fixed it. Wonderful understanding of elderly and Marion’s stress. So polite and open. Thank You
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Carnage Jo (Joanne Sanotti)
1708993396

100% Best service from Tyler!
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Jo Jo Newitt
1708313935

Super quick, no fuss, professional work. Highly recommend !
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1708129677

Woke up in the poo.... Huge thanks to Tyler 👍... prompt and proficient... Very happy with service
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Des Friend
1707448894

We were very happy with Plumbcall's punctuality and quality of work, even though it was a minor repair but a lot of plumbers aren't very interested in minor jobs. Good job Rob, will be using you guys again.
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David Lionial Hine
1707272656

Service was on time and completed with no mess.See you on the next one.
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Colin Harrison
1706920663

Excellent service. Arrived within 30 minutes on a weekend call out.
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Dale
1705534001

Nathan was professional, pleasant and did a great job.
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Nicole Hill
1705473943

From the initial contact with the office to the plumber on site ,all staff were prompt,thorough, and knowledgeable. Very professional and definately reasonably priced.  Have used before and will continue to recommend in the future
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Christine Goodman
1705295784

I can highly recommend the speedy service from Nathan at Plumbcall Hervey Bay.   My hot water system packed it in (on a Sunday), and within 30mins Nathan had a temporary unit set up and a brand new system installed first thing the next day.   Thanks again.   I'm so grateful.
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Stephen Marks
1705041966

Nathan was very thorough in solving our plumbing issues and was punctual too.
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Ben Young
1704937357

3hr turn around from call to completion with great communication, couldn't be happier!
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Alan Nassau
1704937113

Great service and knowledgeable tradesman. Would definitely use again
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erica drury
1704786612

Rob was able to come out the same day to look and see what was needed to complete the job . He then came out the very  next morning after getting the parts to complete the job. He was fast, efficient and at a reasonable price. I will be using him again and will be recommending too.
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Adrian Dwyer
1704691407

Quick, responsive, quality, friendly  service.  Work performed included replacing a leaking tap, installing 2 x new toilets.  Will use again.
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Kirsten Mannion
1704363626

Fixed my blocked sinks in the kitchen. Plumber was friendly and helpful.
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Julie Seymour
1704343790

Great response to our request would most definitely use next time I need a plumber
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Judy Patten
1704338028

Have no hesitation in giving 5 stars. Nathan was exceptional and very down to earth and explained everything in a way we could understand the issue at hand. Very professional and great workmanship plus cleaned up after the job and took away all the rubbish. Very reliable and would definitely call again if need be.
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[image: Deborah Delley]
Deborah Delley
1711077941

Service was prompt, efficient and quality workmanship. Job was left clean and tidy. This callout was rectifying previous work that now I think would be considered poorly compared to what was done. Very happy.
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Robert Newton
1710222199

I have been using Plumbcall for a considerable time. Nothing ever seems too much for them. They are hard working, honest and reliable.Used Plumbcall again over the last couple of days. Excellent service again. Thankyou.
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Andrew Blamey
1709694007

Needed a Bbq rangehood installed and couldn't find anyone. Someone suggested Plumbcall. They were super helpful on the phone and then did the job quickly when I went ahead.Great service and will definitely give them a call for other plumbing needs.
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Jenny Carpenter
1708567900

Very prompt and efficient service. Very happy customer. Would highly recommend.
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mandy oconnor
1708483081

A great result.
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Bob Pacey
1708310343

Prompt same day service. Came when thay said they would. And efficient replacement of hot water system.
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Natasha Bunn
1707883827

Ben was very helpful, and explained everything clearly. Definitely use them again in the future.
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Matt Humphries
1707556271

We had our mains water pipe burst flooding our front yard on a Saturday arvo. Old mate turned up within 30 mins and had it sorted in 15 minutes, had a great attitude and was very professional.  Would highly reccommend.
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Peter Castles
1707202068

Thank you to Reid for calling out for an emergency job to get water beck on.Excellent service from the initial receptionist to job completion.Professionalism like that is much appreciated.
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Ian Robertshaw
1706760877

Jack came as he was available and carried out the three jobs i just over an hour



[image: Wilfred De Greef]
Wilfred De Greef
1706157041

Fast, prompt, friendly and efficient service.Cannot fault this company for their price and assistance.Would highly recommend to anyone.
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Talia Ryan
1705619878

I recently engaged Pumbcall to investigate a blockage in the bathroom of a property of mine. Their communication the entire time was second to none, letting me know when when they were attending side, and what the issue was. They resolved the issue promptly and left the property in immaculate condition.From my initial phone call to job completion was less that 2 hours! Thrilled is an understatement! Thanks guys!
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AMANDA GARDNER
1705469931

Such a great professional job!Thank you for crawling under the house, struggling with the heat etc.I love my new stove!
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Vickie Palmer
1704933825

I needed help, water line burst, came almost right away.  I am so grateful. Very efficient,  great service, affordable.  Thank you so much for your prompt assistance and pleasant manner. 😃
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Georgia S
1704878747

Thank you for helping us sort our gas issue so quickly! A+++
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Tina Walton
1704691397

Really prompt response to 'can you help me now' calls.Solutions and options offered to particular older plumbing situations - job done efficiently and without fuss leaving me with peace of mind that older plumbing issues are now modified and functional.
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Raeleen Williams
1704417937

Very Very happy.
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L A
1703827208

Exceptional customer service.  I didn't think I would be able to get a plumber this time of year.  Called Plumbcall. Receptionist was so polite and professional.  Advised I would receive a call to discuss my problem further . Jack called and assessed urgency and scheduled  Ben in for the next day as he was not available.  Ben confirmed booking time later that evening and received a 30 min text prior to arriving.  What a team, and such a positive experience.  So fantastic for Yeppoon and such professionalism from office to field.  I highly recommend them.
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Katherine Bell
1703670285

Very friendly  and honest.  On time and resolved situation  quickly



[image: Christine McLean]
Christine McLean
1703231963

If I could put in more stars, I would.   Thank you Ben for coming so fast and solving our water leak.
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Penny Weir
1702948432

Great service, came within 24hrs for non urgent job.  Very friendly.
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[image: Samantha Jones]
Samantha Jones
1711449055

Thanks plumbcall and specifically Colby who is always very friendly and professional when coming out. Saved us with a couple plumbing emergencies lately 😀



[image: Megan Bradshaw]
Megan Bradshaw
1710312331

Excellent service, job was explained to me clearly, great customer service from initial phone call to fixing the blocked pipe.



[image: Kirsty Chant]
Kirsty Chant
1710307399

Great job, excellent communication, gave me some great tips to fix the problem myself if it happens again. Thank you.



[image: Jacob White]
Jacob White
1709619402

I had an issue with leaky taps. With in 24 hours someone was on site fixing the issue. They were super friendly and helpful with a reasonable price. Would highly recommend



[image: nancy-jayne hughes]
nancy-jayne hughes
1709523924

Kolbe was awesome and super professional with his work. Would highly recommend Kolbe from Plumbcall to fix any plumbing needs



[image: Susan McGuire]
Susan McGuire
1709003069

Fantastic service.  Arrived exactly when they said they would and quickly identified the source of our water leak.  Followed up with a phone call to make sure the replacement parts had arrived and had the problem fixed.



[image: Pat Lorraway]
Pat Lorraway
1708891959

Friendly staff and completed the job whilst advising what they found and fixing the problem.



[image: MickyBlueBlue1]
MickyBlueBlue1
1708663077

Professional tradesmen, good advice and responsive delivery, thanks Colby.



[image: Donna Lindley]
Donna Lindley
1708587564

Was very happy with the job that was done. Very pleasant boys to deal with. So thank you very much. I would recommend these guys to anyone.
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Denise Barnett
1708475368

Very helpful and wellMannered young man. Thank you
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Thomas Newlands
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Clem Heron
1707442109

Great prompt service will use a again
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James G
1706673794

Available at short notice for a water filter install. Professional and tidy job.



[image: TINA GREEN]
TINA GREEN
1706591912

Plumb call was very fast to respond to our request job well done we were very happy thank you plumbcall.
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Dsign3
1706331547

Awesome service, super quick and easy to deal with. Highly recommend!
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Kerri Margetts
1705962757

Quick and efficient



[image: Rob]
Rob
1705443582

Came out ealry and got the job done quickly.  Much appreciated, will use them in the future if I find any more leaks.
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david martin
1705383923

You did everything you said like giving us a tex before coming it was very appreciated
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David Mills
1705027197

Excellent and speedy service, they make complicated situations look very easy and would highly recommend them.
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Rodney SPENCE
1703118624

Fast and Efficient



[image: Maureen Hill]
Maureen Hill
1702866120

Problem identified and fixed quickly. All interactions with staff from Plumbcall were easy. Exceptional customer service skills displayed during all conversations.  Repairs done to a high standard by Colby. Thank you.



[image: Mark Morrow]
Mark Morrow
1702694170

Gad burst pipe in vanity in bathroom. Water everywhere. They had someone there within the hour. Excellent service and workmanship. Highly recommended.



[image: WM RckPHyd]
WM RckPHyd
1702540893

Plumbcall were a pleasure to work with. The admin staff were efficient and friendly, even when a change in date was required.The plumber called before doing the work and did a neat job.
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[image: Dan O'Connor]
Dan O'Connor
1712611881

Punctual and did great work. Happy to recommend.



[image: Ryan Stewart]
Ryan Stewart
1712268305

Plumbcall BundabergAre great on time and reliable.Great communicationThank you for your help over Easter with our hot water



[image: Hazel Burscough]
Hazel Burscough
1712205078

Great service. Attended the same day as the request. Good communication from Jaiden and very professional job completed within a good time frame.Would highly recommend these guys and I will use the service again for sure.Thank you for your help.



[image: Geoff McIntosh]
Geoff McIntosh
1712121627

Prompt efficient and friendly service.



[image: Julia Wallace]
Julia Wallace
1711588779

Cameron is amazing. Contacted me the same day and organised a time, work completed promptly and at a great price. So glad I found my new plumber!



[image: Keith Bromley]
Keith Bromley
1711432047

Came within 3 hours of first call, good job. Fixed this broke T joint quickly.



[image: Adam Willis]
Adam Willis
1711269698

Fantastic service, from a very prompt quote for the work I required to getting the job done basically as soon as I accepted that quote. Very polite and friendly team. I would definitely recommend them.



[image: Marina Shervey]
Marina Shervey
1711265429

I called Plumbcall with a blocked toilet on a Friday, from start to finish I had nothing but impeccable customer service. The lady on the phone booked me in to get a qualified plumber to come out and look at my plumbing issue the same day,  Jaiden arrived within the time frame advised. Jaiden was a very thorough plumber and at all times told me what his plan was re our plumbing issue. He explained what he believed what was the issue and explained my options. I felt very comfortable with his plan and we went forward with his recommendations . Our issue was rectified and we had a follow up call, and an email & several texts and I felt that Plumbcall definitely are a company that whom I would be more than happy to work with if needed I the future. Thank you Plumbcall for your  excellent customer service. Moving forward if I have any issues in Bundaberg I will be calling Plumbcall!



[image: Margaretha Wright]
Margaretha Wright
1711063981

Very punctual and did a great job. Highly recommend.



[image: Colleen Turvey]
Colleen Turvey
1710808816

Prompt, friendly, efficient service. Happy to recommend to anyone. Will definitely be calling again when I need more work done.



[image: Jordan Carroll]
Jordan Carroll
1710754529

Fast and professional service.  Very happy dealing with Plumbcall, would recommend them to anyone.



[image: Pamela Hankinson]
Pamela Hankinson
1710740451

Very happy with work



[image: scottyjames400]
scottyjames400
1710627987

Cameron was great to deal with and Jordan was the plumber onsite fixed the water leak quickly service was great would highly recommend.



[image: Scott Robertson]
Scott Robertson
1710149682

Great service, great workmanship, great communication, highly reccomend



[image: Jessie Newnham]
Jessie Newnham
1709710263

Fast response, very professional and reasonably priced. Thanks!
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Gary
1709523493

Great zero. Cameron was fantastic, repairs were made very quickly and reasonably priced.
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Krethion
1709101276
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Laurie Paterson
1709011130

If I could give Plumbcall 10 stars I would. After being disappointed by several other plumbers from other companies, (who came recommended), Cameron and Jordan arrived when they said they would and within 1 minute had me at ease. Told me they would get it sorted and that is exactly what they did. Fixed one issue straight away and returned the next day to replace the pump. Excellent service and communication throughout. Will use them for ALL my plumbing needs from now on and will highly recommend them to anyone in need of plumbing services. Thanks again guys for your great attitudes and service. Cannot thank you enough! A+👍



[image: Suzie Q30]
Suzie Q30
1709011116

Going through the internet booking was great, the plumber Billy was helpful, and good at his job.Edit Feb 2024. Used them again for a problem with my toilet, just as good as the first time, the plumber Jaiden was very helpful, gave us a lot of information, and on time.
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Allan rose
1708991411

Great service, rapid response, highly recommended



[image: Jennifer Morey]
Jennifer Morey
1708739766

Even though my job wasn’t an emergency, they offered to come out same day, but due to commitments on my end they came out first thing the next day. Have used Plumbcall previously, and will definitely use again. Thank you for the fast, friendly and efficient work.
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Marion McLeod
1708674685

I rang Plumbcall at 10:30am to get the leaking bathroom taps fixed. The receptionist was friendly and efficient, passing my details on.10 minutes later Corey rang, he asked if it could wait till Monay. I had no problems with that as the second bathroom isn’t used. Plumbcall rang back around 12:30, and a friendly young man was there by 1:00pm.He advised me on the taps with an option to stop the water to that sink. I took that advice. He offered professional service, good advice with great customer service.I would recommend Plumbcall for all plumbing.



[image: M Walt]
M Walt
1708650042

Have required assistance for my residential property multiple occasions. Glad I called Plumbcall. Prompt, efficient and transparent prices. Jaiden identified the issues quickly and provided quality work to fix them. I chose Plumbcall randomly but will be my go to from now on. Cheers



[image: Christine Var]
Christine Var
1708557117

They came out straight away when we had major water loss. Appreciated their prompt and professional attitude.Thank you
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Alexandra Anderson
1708500737

Plumbcall was awesome.  They came out really quickly & Mitch fixed the problem within a week! Having a brand new toilet is one of those quiet luxuries in life 😉
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[image: Pete]
Pete
1711417618

I needed a plumber. They booked a time to come round to give me a quote. They were on the ball faster than I could throw it with the quote, and it was shortly after they came to do the job. Can’t complain at all. Will definitely use them again. Well done fellas.
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Anna Scott
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[image: Jyden Kirkpatrick]
Jyden Kirkpatrick
1711259159

Very quick service highly recommend



[image: Erwin Smith]
Erwin Smith
1711140704

My toilet emergency was all fixed up in no time!Service was prompt, friendly and affordable.Thank you!



[image: Wanda Fenner]
Wanda Fenner
1710803938

Absolutely 💯.  It was an emergency pipe repair. It took less than 20 minutes for a youg plumber to attend and all was fixed within half an hour. Brilliant service. Would not hesitate to recommend them 👌



[image: Nerida Geebel]
Nerida Geebel
1709882256

Plumbcall are great 5 out of 5 for on time and value for money



[image: Julia Pietruszka]
Julia Pietruszka
1709618272

Great service on both occassions, quick friendly and respectful service. I can highly recommend Plumbcall - for all your plumbing needs.



[image: Katherine Tamou]
Katherine Tamou
1709284697

From quoting to finish, the job was completed in a couple of days. Happy with the work and Zaine was great, super knowledgeable and happy to answer any questions.
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Anton Artemenko
1708308662

Top job!



[image: Warren Freeman]
Warren Freeman
1708206176

Plumbcall Glsdstone The Team are number 1 for fast and effectively attending to a toilet leak due to another plumber's mistake and also installing a dish washer. Highly recommend this business.



[image: Annette Watson]
Annette Watson
1708156493

I would like to thank Tim from Plumbcall and Jason from BML Electrical for the installation of a new hot water heater. I rang Tim late in the afternoon of Wednesday with a leaking hot water system. Tim said he would ring me early Thursday morning hoping to organise an electrician to install a new one (my hot water water system was installed in 2011). He rang and advised, he and the electrician would be there about 10am. I can't thank them both enough for their prompt service. Their prices were excellent and I'm more than happy with the work they provided and would highly recommend both Tim and Jason



[image: Mrs B]
Mrs B
1708057434

Tim is excellent, highly recommended!  We use him all the time.



[image: Adam Simpson]
Adam Simpson
1707816739

Very professional service.
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Therese Leigh
1707256283

Excellent Service again.



[image: Jane Morrow]
Jane Morrow
1707101971

Tim at Plumbcall Gladstone was very quick to fix an emergency plumbing situation at weekend. Thank you so much Tim very professional team.



[image: Michael Miedecke]
Michael Miedecke
1706746658

Very happy with the replacement of washers etc on our 2 tap basins in both Bathrooms. Very good service.
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Stan Kenton
1706078595

professional, swiftThank you



[image: Helen Baxter]
Helen Baxter
1705913267

Plumbcall was very flexible, timely with well mannered, experienced plumbers who left the job clean and tidy. Reasonably priced too!



[image: Michael Luders]
Michael Luders
1705548514

As always having used them three times now they were Excellent :-)Four times now would recommend :-)Five times now and just as good as before Jan 24



[image: Lisa Houston]
Lisa Houston
1705452019

These guys have been fantastic! Very helpful, responsive to our questions and got the job done promptly and professionally.  Thanks Tim and the rest of the team. Highly recommended 👌
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Katie McKeaten
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Nichole Foley
1703289939

Tim was lovely. He was transparent with cost of the job, efficient and didn’t spend more time than necessary to complete the job. He was able to fit us in a day earlier and was really helpful when I needed a job done urgently. I am definitely keeping Tim as my go to plumber.
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Gailk Stockdale
1703237243

Thank you Tim for your help with my kitchen tap - wish you & your family a very Merry Xmas & a Safe and happy new year
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[image: Maree Gallaher]
Maree Gallaher
1712641972

Done a very good job & absolutely happy with the work they did.



[image: Sonja Bester]
Sonja Bester
1712196231

Nice people good job. Very professional. Highly recommend them. Thanks Guys.
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Lorraine
1712044942

Excellent service, jobs all fixed professionally by nice people.



[image: Karen Blackburn]
Karen Blackburn
1711667080

Will answered my call promptly and came almost straight away, as my hot water system was gushing water. He was very professional and gave really helpful advice. I appreciated his great communication. His work was of a high standard and he left the work area immaculately clean.Can't recommend Will highly enough.
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Dee
1711001624

Wonderful prompt and very friendly service. I would not hesitate to recommend Will from Plumbcall for any of your plumbing needs.



[image: Catherine Brown]
Catherine Brown
1710904113

New hwc & bathroom install. Very fast response, very friendly & professional, great advise on best options & very quick & thorough with exceptional workmanship. No probs can do attitude & very reasonable cost.Thank you guys will be always using your services.& recommending your business 10/10 👍
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Joanne Wood
1710899587
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Grumps
1709688341

Hit a pipe with my mattock late in the afternoon. Mad panic but spoke to Will over the phone and sent him a pic. He calmed me down and explained what was happening. Paul came out next morning and repaired the pipe and gave some great advice. Genuinely pleased with the service and more than happy in recommending them. Great job!



[image: Adam Whittaker]
Adam Whittaker
1709277366

Great service very fast and affordable 👍
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Shaji Jacob
1708560936

Excellent communication throughout work.Well done.I guess Will has beaten the plumbers world record for responding and attending to the work request within 5 minutes.Well done mate 😊Keep it up 👍



[image: Jo Walker]
Jo Walker
1707368302

Great fast service. Burst pipe fixed quickly



[image: Ninjaboy Ninja]
Ninjaboy Ninja
1705274415

Great company, very responsive and great service! Took the time to explain what the problem was and was fixed quickly with no fuss. Would highly recommend to anyone needing plumbing work! Will was such a polite, honest and informative person with exceptional service😁



[image: kevin schmitt]
kevin schmitt
1704775658

top job



[image: Jamie Wilson]
Jamie Wilson
1704696213

2023 Very prompt and professional. Would definitely recommend. From phone call to job done 4hrs. Hot water again😀. Jan 2024 needed plumbcall again for a blocked drain. Again couldn't recommend Will & team highly enough. Excellent work, good price.
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Zoe Glover
1703206955

Plumbcall went above and beyond to get my new bathroom up and running before Christmas! Appreciate it so much and even wiped my floor before they went. Awesome service, thanks.



[image: Kath Nash]
Kath Nash
1702604805

Blocked drains no longer - Yay :-) Will was prompt, found the problem using the camera and fixed the problem. Good service with good humour. Have already recommended Plumbcall Gympie to others. Happy Days
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Tyson Foods YT
1702379385

Amazing service. Prompt and efficient, very helpful. Would definitely recommend.



[image: Matthew Lally]
Matthew Lally
1701298261

As a fellow tradesmen, Will and the boys couldn't be better to work along side of. Great Communication and problem solving skills are top tier.



[image: Angie Treichel]
Angie Treichel
1701212434

PlumbCall recently attend to some work at our property and they were excellent. On time and performed quality workmanship. I would not hesitate in recommending PlumbCall.
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Mitch Holland
1701201280

Will installed our hot water system did an amazing job, was there on time and left the job neat and tidy afterwards, definitely be using again in the future. Highly recommended.
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Bianca Nord
1701161767

Will is a good communicator and gets the job done quickly.
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Amy Bowman
1701158191

Extremely professional, nothing was too hard and everything we needed to know was explained clearly. Would highly recommend to anyone and 'will' look no where else for plumbing needs.
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Scott Treeby
1701157803

Best Plumber in town. Reliable, Efficient, Quality service and expertise. Would recommend Will and the team 10/10!



[image: noelene chapman]
noelene chapman
1701080792

friendly service, spoke about problems, temporarily fixed problems
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Carol Gilmour
1700641089

I found Will from Plumbcall to be fantastic. He takes the time to listen to his client to assist them with all their plumbing needs. Nothing is too difficult for him. Great work. Thanks Carol
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[image: Lauren M]
Lauren M
1712287828

Excellent service, excellent communication, and nothing was too much trouble despite a challenging job. Highly recommended.



[image: Debra Edwards]
Debra Edwards
1712281741

Fast response to call out, efficient and courteous. Clear explanation of problem causing the blocked sewerage and successful unblocking and repair.
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Matthew Carkeek
1712122578

Great friendly service



[image: Callan Fowler]
Callan Fowler
1710371232

Had the guys out last week to fix some old taps and they were brilliant, they fixed a leaky cistern I also had on top of the original works with no complaint. Excellent business.



[image: Heather Witham]
Heather Witham
1709159037

Alex was fantastic. He came within a couple of hours of my call and had the problem fixed the next day! Highly recommended.
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Maria
1708767217

Unreal service!



[image: Mike Rule]
Mike Rule
1707381046

We recently purchased and had installed a heat pump hot water system from PlumbCall. The whole process was very straightforward, they were available to answer any questions and the installation itself was a very smooth and professional job. We would recommend PlumbCall to any persons looking at heat pump hot water systems.
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Lisa Leticq
1706139933

Alex and Dave from PlumbCall were amazing.Reduced our stress and fixed our issue in a quick time turnaround . Great communicators.Cleaned up after the job. Highly recommend.



[image: Ron Luke]
Ron Luke
1705097267

Thank guys a job well done.Plumbcall have done two jobs for us now and have attended asap on both occasions. Fast efficient and friendly. Will definitely use Alex and the team in the future.I highly recommend plumbcall 👍👍👍
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Mark
1704691446

Outstanding fast reliable service. Highly recommendThanks 😊😊👍👍
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Damien Richardson
1703801659

I would not go through anyone else. Alex was prompt to respond and professional. Particularly in the Bendigo area. Excellent service . Thank you



[image: Rob Anderson]
Rob Anderson
1703740788

Great service and a quick response. Thanks for the help with our blocked drain.
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Kathryn Stan
1702502155

Amazing service. The pipes under my laundry had burst and they came out first thing to repair it for me. Greatly appreciated, thanks.



[image: Sandra Keetelaar]
Sandra Keetelaar
1701384551

Great service, fast, efficient, very professional & well priced. Would highly recommend PlumbCall.
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Vivienne Grigg
1700721387

Very professional, polite & efficient. Fixed job down
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Angel
1700551242

I received call back within 5 min, Alex came within 20 min and fixed the problem highly recommended
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Kelsey Morgan
1700457700

They were very fast at coming round to fix my front tap when it had broken, the repairman was friendly and it honestly did not cost as much as I was expecting.Thankyou so much



[image: Paul McGrath]
Paul McGrath
1700088283

Alex was great, got here as quickly as he could and helped out with advice about a couple of issues. Thanks!



[image: B Campbell]
B Campbell
1700035185

Alex was polite, professional & got us booked in quickly. Even was quick to respond when we had a follow up issue.Great pricing and really pleased with the result.Thank you Alex!
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Jennifer Ormsby
1699098754

Excellent service will use them again
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mina ghprial
1698702575

the best in bendigo!!!
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Renee
1697165226

Great service from first call to installation! Very reliable, friendly, punctual, knowledgeable and efficient! Overall, a great company to deal with. I highly recommend Plumbcall for all of your plumbing needs. I will certainly be calling them again next time I need some plumbing work done! Thanks to Alex for installing a new toilet cistern to stop water waste and a new bathroom sink mixer in my ensuite so that I have hot water in there again!
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[image: Dan O'Connor]
Dan O'Connor
1712611881

Punctual and did great work. Happy to recommend.



[image: Lauren M]
Lauren M
1712287828

Excellent service, excellent communication, and nothing was too much trouble despite a challenging job. Highly recommended.



[image: Debra Edwards]
Debra Edwards
1712281741

Fast response to call out, efficient and courteous. Clear explanation of problem causing the blocked sewerage and successful unblocking and repair.



[image: Ryan Stewart]
Ryan Stewart
1712268305

Plumbcall BundabergAre great on time and reliable.Great communicationThank you for your help over Easter with our hot water



[image: Amanda darcy]
Amanda darcy
1712221548

Arrived on time gave us a quote for work to be done. Done good job then went out of his way to get us a new seat as other one was broken. Good quick work and a polite young man very happy with work done.
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Hazel Burscough
1712205078

Great service. Attended the same day as the request. Good communication from Jaiden and very professional job completed within a good time frame.Would highly recommend these guys and I will use the service again for sure.Thank you for your help.
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Matthew Carkeek
1712122578

Great friendly service



[image: Geoff McIntosh]
Geoff McIntosh
1712121627

Prompt efficient and friendly service.



[image: Julia Wallace]
Julia Wallace
1711588779

Cameron is amazing. Contacted me the same day and organised a time, work completed promptly and at a great price. So glad I found my new plumber!



[image: Samantha Jones]
Samantha Jones
1711449055

Thanks plumbcall and specifically Colby who is always very friendly and professional when coming out. Saved us with a couple plumbing emergencies lately 😀



[image: Keith Bromley]
Keith Bromley
1711432047

Came within 3 hours of first call, good job. Fixed this broke T joint quickly.



[image: Pete]
Pete
1711417618

I needed a plumber. They booked a time to come round to give me a quote. They were on the ball faster than I could throw it with the quote, and it was shortly after they came to do the job. Can’t complain at all. Will definitely use them again. Well done fellas.
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[image: Adam Willis]
Adam Willis
1711269698

Fantastic service, from a very prompt quote for the work I required to getting the job done basically as soon as I accepted that quote. Very polite and friendly team. I would definitely recommend them.



[image: Marina Shervey]
Marina Shervey
1711265429

I called Plumbcall with a blocked toilet on a Friday, from start to finish I had nothing but impeccable customer service. The lady on the phone booked me in to get a qualified plumber to come out and look at my plumbing issue the same day,  Jaiden arrived within the time frame advised. Jaiden was a very thorough plumber and at all times told me what his plan was re our plumbing issue. He explained what he believed what was the issue and explained my options. I felt very comfortable with his plan and we went forward with his recommendations . Our issue was rectified and we had a follow up call, and an email & several texts and I felt that Plumbcall definitely are a company that whom I would be more than happy to work with if needed I the future. Thank you Plumbcall for your  excellent customer service. Moving forward if I have any issues in Bundaberg I will be calling Plumbcall!
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Jyden Kirkpatrick
1711259159

Very quick service highly recommend



[image: Erwin Smith]
Erwin Smith
1711140704

My toilet emergency was all fixed up in no time!Service was prompt, friendly and affordable.Thank you!
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Deborah Delley
1711077941

Service was prompt, efficient and quality workmanship. Job was left clean and tidy. This callout was rectifying previous work that now I think would be considered poorly compared to what was done. Very happy.
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Peter lusk
1711067481

Tyler from Plum call was friendly reliable efficient and highly recommend his work



[image: Margaretha Wright]
Margaretha Wright
1711063981

Very punctual and did a great job. Highly recommend.
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Georgina Callanan
1710902417





[image: Colleen Turvey]
Colleen Turvey
1710808816

Prompt, friendly, efficient service. Happy to recommend to anyone. Will definitely be calling again when I need more work done.



[image: Wanda Fenner]
Wanda Fenner
1710803938

Absolutely 💯.  It was an emergency pipe repair. It took less than 20 minutes for a youg plumber to attend and all was fixed within half an hour. Brilliant service. Would not hesitate to recommend them 👌



[image: Jordan Carroll]
Jordan Carroll
1710754529

Fast and professional service.  Very happy dealing with Plumbcall, would recommend them to anyone.



[image: Pamela Hankinson]
Pamela Hankinson
1710740451

Very happy with work



[image: Tanya Miller]
Tanya Miller
1710725571

A job done within 2 weeks of the quote and 2 workers on site that were professional and considerate with heavy machinery so my yard wasnt torn up was a surprise to me. I have already booked another job and will continue to use plumbcall .



[image: scottyjames400]
scottyjames400
1710627987

Cameron was great to deal with and Jordan was the plumber onsite fixed the water leak quickly service was great would highly recommend.



[image: Callan Fowler]
Callan Fowler
1710371232

Had the guys out last week to fix some old taps and they were brilliant, they fixed a leaky cistern I also had on top of the original works with no complaint. Excellent business.



[image: Megan Bradshaw]
Megan Bradshaw
1710312331

Excellent service, job was explained to me clearly, great customer service from initial phone call to fixing the blocked pipe.
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Con Costi
1710308041





[image: Kirsty Chant]
Kirsty Chant
1710307399

Great job, excellent communication, gave me some great tips to fix the problem myself if it happens again. Thank you.



[image: Robert Newton]
Robert Newton
1710222199

I have been using Plumbcall for a considerable time. Nothing ever seems too much for them. They are hard working, honest and reliable.Used Plumbcall again over the last couple of days. Excellent service again. Thankyou.



[image: Scott Robertson]
Scott Robertson
1710149682

Great service, great workmanship, great communication, highly reccomend



[image: Deb Simmonds]
Deb Simmonds
1710142913

Fast professional serviceFriendly plumber and clean work very happy will definitely use again



[image: Nerida Geebel]
Nerida Geebel
1709882256

Plumbcall are great 5 out of 5 for on time and value for money



[image: Jessie Newnham]
Jessie Newnham
1709710263

Fast response, very professional and reasonably priced. Thanks!



[image: Andrew Blamey]
Andrew Blamey
1709694007

Needed a Bbq rangehood installed and couldn't find anyone. Someone suggested Plumbcall. They were super helpful on the phone and then did the job quickly when I went ahead.Great service and will definitely give them a call for other plumbing needs.



[image: Jacob White]
Jacob White
1709619402

I had an issue with leaky taps. With in 24 hours someone was on site fixing the issue. They were super friendly and helpful with a reasonable price. Would highly recommend



[image: Julia Pietruszka]
Julia Pietruszka
1709618272

Great service on both occassions, quick friendly and respectful service. I can highly recommend Plumbcall - for all your plumbing needs.



[image: nancy-jayne hughes]
nancy-jayne hughes
1709523924

Kolbe was awesome and super professional with his work. Would highly recommend Kolbe from Plumbcall to fix any plumbing needs



[image: Gary]
Gary
1709523493

Great zero. Cameron was fantastic, repairs were made very quickly and reasonably priced.



[image: Leanne Spera]
Leanne Spera
1709509047

Highly recommend. Peter was prompt and helpful. Very happy, will tell everyone. Thanks so much



[image: Katherine Tamou]
Katherine Tamou
1709284697

From quoting to finish, the job was completed in a couple of days. Happy with the work and Zaine was great, super knowledgeable and happy to answer any questions.



[image: John Appleby]
John Appleby
1709187572

On time for quote and job. Friendly and efficient service. Takes pride in his work. Will use Peter for my future plumbing needs.



[image: Heather Witham]
Heather Witham
1709159037

Alex was fantastic. He came within a couple of hours of my call and had the problem fixed the next day! Highly recommended.
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Krethion
1709101276





[image: Brooke Walker]
Brooke Walker
1709099905

Professional and prompt service. Tyler was very prompt from initial inquiry to the very end of the service and made sure to keep us in the loop the whole time.



[image: Dawn Smith]
Dawn Smith
1709097345

Marion is elderly lady with dementia - the admin people were wonderful and when Sharon said how busy and may not get there for few days - 1 hour later Robbie rang to organise to come today. Promptly arrived, found problem and fixed it. Wonderful understanding of elderly and Marion’s stress. So polite and open. Thank You



[image: Laurie Paterson]
Laurie Paterson
1709011130

If I could give Plumbcall 10 stars I would. After being disappointed by several other plumbers from other companies, (who came recommended), Cameron and Jordan arrived when they said they would and within 1 minute had me at ease. Told me they would get it sorted and that is exactly what they did. Fixed one issue straight away and returned the next day to replace the pump. Excellent service and communication throughout. Will use them for ALL my plumbing needs from now on and will highly recommend them to anyone in need of plumbing services. Thanks again guys for your great attitudes and service. Cannot thank you enough! A+👍



[image: Suzie Q30]
Suzie Q30
1709011116

Going through the internet booking was great, the plumber Billy was helpful, and good at his job.Edit Feb 2024. Used them again for a problem with my toilet, just as good as the first time, the plumber Jaiden was very helpful, gave us a lot of information, and on time.



[image: Susan McGuire]
Susan McGuire
1709003069

Fantastic service.  Arrived exactly when they said they would and quickly identified the source of our water leak.  Followed up with a phone call to make sure the replacement parts had arrived and had the problem fixed.



[image: Carnage Jo (Joanne Sanotti)]
Carnage Jo (Joanne Sanotti)
1708993396

100% Best service from Tyler!



[image: Allan rose]
Allan rose
1708991411

Great service, rapid response, highly recommended



[image: Pat Lorraway]
Pat Lorraway
1708891959

Friendly staff and completed the job whilst advising what they found and fixing the problem.



[image: Maria]
Maria
1708767217

Unreal service!



[image: Jennifer Morey]
Jennifer Morey
1708739766

Even though my job wasn’t an emergency, they offered to come out same day, but due to commitments on my end they came out first thing the next day. Have used Plumbcall previously, and will definitely use again. Thank you for the fast, friendly and efficient work.



[image: Marion McLeod]
Marion McLeod
1708674685

I rang Plumbcall at 10:30am to get the leaking bathroom taps fixed. The receptionist was friendly and efficient, passing my details on.10 minutes later Corey rang, he asked if it could wait till Monay. I had no problems with that as the second bathroom isn’t used. Plumbcall rang back around 12:30, and a friendly young man was there by 1:00pm.He advised me on the taps with an option to stop the water to that sink. I took that advice. He offered professional service, good advice with great customer service.I would recommend Plumbcall for all plumbing.



[image: MickyBlueBlue1]
MickyBlueBlue1
1708663077

Professional tradesmen, good advice and responsive delivery, thanks Colby.



[image: John Britton]
John Britton
1708652825

Excellent and timely response. Had all the requirements and fixed the problem. Recommend them to anyone who needs prompt and courteous service



[image: M Walt]
M Walt
1708650042

Have required assistance for my residential property multiple occasions. Glad I called Plumbcall. Prompt, efficient and transparent prices. Jaiden identified the issues quickly and provided quality work to fix them. I chose Plumbcall randomly but will be my go to from now on. Cheers



[image: Donna Lindley]
Donna Lindley
1708587564

Was very happy with the job that was done. Very pleasant boys to deal with. So thank you very much. I would recommend these guys to anyone.



[image: Jenny Carpenter]
Jenny Carpenter
1708567900

Very prompt and efficient service. Very happy customer. Would highly recommend.



[image: Christine Var]
Christine Var
1708557117

They came out straight away when we had major water loss. Appreciated their prompt and professional attitude.Thank you



[image: Alexandra Anderson]
Alexandra Anderson
1708500737

Plumbcall was awesome.  They came out really quickly & Mitch fixed the problem within a week! Having a brand new toilet is one of those quiet luxuries in life 😉



[image: mandy oconnor]
mandy oconnor
1708483081

A great result.
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Tyson
1708477090

Quick and efficient



[image: Denise Barnett]
Denise Barnett
1708475368

Very helpful and wellMannered young man. Thank you



[image: Jo Jo Newitt]
Jo Jo Newitt
1708313935

Super quick, no fuss, professional work. Highly recommend !



[image: Bob Pacey]
Bob Pacey
1708310343

Prompt same day service. Came when thay said they would. And efficient replacement of hot water system.



[image: Anton Artemenko]
Anton Artemenko
1708308662

Top job!



[image: Warren Freeman]
Warren Freeman
1708206176

Plumbcall Glsdstone The Team are number 1 for fast and effectively attending to a toilet leak due to another plumber's mistake and also installing a dish washer. Highly recommend this business.



[image: Annette Watson]
Annette Watson
1708156493

I would like to thank Tim from Plumbcall and Jason from BML Electrical for the installation of a new hot water heater. I rang Tim late in the afternoon of Wednesday with a leaking hot water system. Tim said he would ring me early Thursday morning hoping to organise an electrician to install a new one (my hot water water system was installed in 2011). He rang and advised, he and the electrician would be there about 10am. I can't thank them both enough for their prompt service. Their prices were excellent and I'm more than happy with the work they provided and would highly recommend both Tim and Jason



[image: C]
C
1708129677

Woke up in the poo.... Huge thanks to Tyler 👍... prompt and proficient... Very happy with service



[image: Mrs B]
Mrs B
1708057434

Tim is excellent, highly recommended!  We use him all the time.
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Thomas Newlands
1707968805





[image: Natasha Bunn]
Natasha Bunn
1707883827

Ben was very helpful, and explained everything clearly. Definitely use them again in the future.



[image: Adam Simpson]
Adam Simpson
1707816739

Very professional service.



[image: Matt Humphries]
Matt Humphries
1707556271

We had our mains water pipe burst flooding our front yard on a Saturday arvo. Old mate turned up within 30 mins and had it sorted in 15 minutes, had a great attitude and was very professional.  Would highly reccommend.



[image: Des Friend]
Des Friend
1707448894

We were very happy with Plumbcall's punctuality and quality of work, even though it was a minor repair but a lot of plumbers aren't very interested in minor jobs. Good job Rob, will be using you guys again.



[image: Clem Heron]
Clem Heron
1707442109

Great prompt service will use a again



[image: Mike Rule]
Mike Rule
1707381046

We recently purchased and had installed a heat pump hot water system from PlumbCall. The whole process was very straightforward, they were available to answer any questions and the installation itself was a very smooth and professional job. We would recommend PlumbCall to any persons looking at heat pump hot water systems.
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Anne Reid
1707284345





[image: David Lionial Hine]
David Lionial Hine
1707272656

Service was on time and completed with no mess.See you on the next one.



[image: Therese Leigh]
Therese Leigh
1707256283

Excellent Service again.



[image: Peter Castles]
Peter Castles
1707202068

Thank you to Reid for calling out for an emergency job to get water beck on.Excellent service from the initial receptionist to job completion.Professionalism like that is much appreciated.



[image: Jane Morrow]
Jane Morrow
1707101971

Tim at Plumbcall Gladstone was very quick to fix an emergency plumbing situation at weekend. Thank you so much Tim very professional team.



[image: Colin Harrison]
Colin Harrison
1706920663

Excellent service. Arrived within 30 minutes on a weekend call out.



[image: Michael Miedecke]
Michael Miedecke
1706746658

Very happy with the replacement of washers etc on our 2 tap basins in both Bathrooms. Very good service.
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James G
1706673794

Available at short notice for a water filter install. Professional and tidy job.



[image: Dsign3]
Dsign3
1706331547

Awesome service, super quick and easy to deal with. Highly recommend!



[image: Wilfred De Greef]
Wilfred De Greef
1706157041

Fast, prompt, friendly and efficient service.Cannot fault this company for their price and assistance.Would highly recommend to anyone.



[image: Lisa Leticq]
Lisa Leticq
1706139933

Alex and Dave from PlumbCall were amazing.Reduced our stress and fixed our issue in a quick time turnaround . Great communicators.Cleaned up after the job. Highly recommend.
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Stan Kenton
1706078595

professional, swiftThank you



[image: Kerri Margetts]
Kerri Margetts
1705962757

Quick and efficient



[image: Helen Baxter]
Helen Baxter
1705913267

Plumbcall was very flexible, timely with well mannered, experienced plumbers who left the job clean and tidy. Reasonably priced too!



[image: Talia Ryan]
Talia Ryan
1705619878

I recently engaged Pumbcall to investigate a blockage in the bathroom of a property of mine. Their communication the entire time was second to none, letting me know when when they were attending side, and what the issue was. They resolved the issue promptly and left the property in immaculate condition.From my initial phone call to job completion was less that 2 hours! Thrilled is an understatement! Thanks guys!



[image: Michael Luders]
Michael Luders
1705548514

As always having used them three times now they were Excellent :-)Four times now would recommend :-)Five times now and just as good as before Jan 24



[image: Dale]
Dale
1705534001

Nathan was professional, pleasant and did a great job.



[image: Nicole Hill]
Nicole Hill
1705473943

From the initial contact with the office to the plumber on site ,all staff were prompt,thorough, and knowledgeable. Very professional and definately reasonably priced.  Have used before and will continue to recommend in the future



[image: AMANDA GARDNER]
AMANDA GARDNER
1705469931

Such a great professional job!Thank you for crawling under the house, struggling with the heat etc.I love my new stove!



[image: Lisa Houston]
Lisa Houston
1705452019

These guys have been fantastic! Very helpful, responsive to our questions and got the job done promptly and professionally.  Thanks Tim and the rest of the team. Highly recommended 👌



[image: Rob]
Rob
1705443582

Came out ealry and got the job done quickly.  Much appreciated, will use them in the future if I find any more leaks.



[image: Christine Goodman]
Christine Goodman
1705295784

I can highly recommend the speedy service from Nathan at Plumbcall Hervey Bay.   My hot water system packed it in (on a Sunday), and within 30mins Nathan had a temporary unit set up and a brand new system installed first thing the next day.   Thanks again.   I'm so grateful.



[image: Daniel]
Daniel
1705289792

Great prompt service. Fixed the fault straight away
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Wendy Perfect
1705287802





[image: Ron Luke]
Ron Luke
1705097267

Thank guys a job well done.Plumbcall have done two jobs for us now and have attended asap on both occasions. Fast efficient and friendly. Will definitely use Alex and the team in the future.I highly recommend plumbcall 👍👍👍



[image: Stephen Marks]
Stephen Marks
1705041966

Nathan was very thorough in solving our plumbing issues and was punctual too.
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Katie McKeaten
1705034430





[image: David Mills]
David Mills
1705027197

Excellent and speedy service, they make complicated situations look very easy and would highly recommend them.
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Barrie King
1704942938





[image: Ben Young]
Ben Young
1704937357

3hr turn around from call to completion with great communication, couldn't be happier!



[image: Alan Nassau]
Alan Nassau
1704937113

Great service and knowledgeable tradesman. Would definitely use again



[image: Vickie Palmer]
Vickie Palmer
1704933825

I needed help, water line burst, came almost right away.  I am so grateful. Very efficient,  great service, affordable.  Thank you so much for your prompt assistance and pleasant manner. 😃



[image: Georgia S]
Georgia S
1704878747

Thank you for helping us sort our gas issue so quickly! A+++



[image: erica drury]
erica drury
1704786612

Rob was able to come out the same day to look and see what was needed to complete the job . He then came out the very  next morning after getting the parts to complete the job. He was fast, efficient and at a reasonable price. I will be using him again and will be recommending too.



[image: Helen Wilson]
Helen Wilson
1704692487

Awesome. Needed help quickly and Peter was more than willing and was there within hours.



[image: Mark]
Mark
1704691446

Outstanding fast reliable service. Highly recommendThanks 😊😊👍👍



[image: Adrian Dwyer]
Adrian Dwyer
1704691407

Quick, responsive, quality, friendly  service.  Work performed included replacing a leaking tap, installing 2 x new toilets.  Will use again.
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Tina Walton
1704691397

Really prompt response to 'can you help me now' calls.Solutions and options offered to particular older plumbing situations - job done efficiently and without fuss leaving me with peace of mind that older plumbing issues are now modified and functional.
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Raeleen Williams
1704417937

Very Very happy.



[image: Kirsten Mannion]
Kirsten Mannion
1704363626

Fixed my blocked sinks in the kitchen. Plumber was friendly and helpful.
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Julie Seymour
1704343790

Great response to our request would most definitely use next time I need a plumber



[image: Judy Patten]
Judy Patten
1704338028

Have no hesitation in giving 5 stars. Nathan was exceptional and very down to earth and explained everything in a way we could understand the issue at hand. Very professional and great workmanship plus cleaned up after the job and took away all the rubbish. Very reliable and would definitely call again if need be.
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Joe Simpson
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L A
1703827208

Exceptional customer service.  I didn't think I would be able to get a plumber this time of year.  Called Plumbcall. Receptionist was so polite and professional.  Advised I would receive a call to discuss my problem further . Jack called and assessed urgency and scheduled  Ben in for the next day as he was not available.  Ben confirmed booking time later that evening and received a 30 min text prior to arriving.  What a team, and such a positive experience.  So fantastic for Yeppoon and such professionalism from office to field.  I highly recommend them.
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Damien Richardson
1703801659

I would not go through anyone else. Alex was prompt to respond and professional. Particularly in the Bendigo area. Excellent service . Thank you



[image: Rob Anderson]
Rob Anderson
1703740788

Great service and a quick response. Thanks for the help with our blocked drain.
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Katherine Bell
1703670285

Very friendly  and honest.  On time and resolved situation  quickly
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Warren Harris
1703645161
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Chris Hoffmann
1703482906





[image: Nichole Foley]
Nichole Foley
1703289939

Tim was lovely. He was transparent with cost of the job, efficient and didn’t spend more time than necessary to complete the job. He was able to fit us in a day earlier and was really helpful when I needed a job done urgently. I am definitely keeping Tim as my go to plumber.



[image: Gailk Stockdale]
Gailk Stockdale
1703237243

Thank you Tim for your help with my kitchen tap - wish you & your family a very Merry Xmas & a Safe and happy new year



[image: Christine McLean]
Christine McLean
1703231963

If I could put in more stars, I would.   Thank you Ben for coming so fast and solving our water leak.



[image: Rodney SPENCE]
Rodney SPENCE
1703118624

Fast and Efficient



[image: Penny Weir]
Penny Weir
1702948432

Great service, came within 24hrs for non urgent job.  Very friendly.
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Lyn Wall
1702869809





[image: Maureen Hill]
Maureen Hill
1702866120

Problem identified and fixed quickly. All interactions with staff from Plumbcall were easy. Exceptional customer service skills displayed during all conversations.  Repairs done to a high standard by Colby. Thank you.



[image: Mark Morrow]
Mark Morrow
1702694170

Gad burst pipe in vanity in bathroom. Water everywhere. They had someone there within the hour. Excellent service and workmanship. Highly recommended.
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WM RckPHyd
1702540893

Plumbcall were a pleasure to work with. The admin staff were efficient and friendly, even when a change in date was required.The plumber called before doing the work and did a neat job.
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David Crossley
1702537628

Peter saved my bacon, champion effort. 10/10



[image: Kathryn Stan]
Kathryn Stan
1702502155

Amazing service. The pipes under my laundry had burst and they came out first thing to repair it for me. Greatly appreciated, thanks.
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vinu velappakutty
1702437718

Excellent service and great work.Thank you
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Jp Carroll
1702424640

Peter was very quick to respond to my request for work that needed to be done. He was very knowledgeable, approachable and clearly explained all possible options for the situation I had. I would highly recommend Peter to get things sorted ASAP. Jp



[image: Susie Erratt]
Susie Erratt
1701924523

We were recommended to Peter and he responded ASAP he went out of his way to attend and do a professional job
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Sandra Keetelaar
1701384551

Great service, fast, efficient, very professional & well priced. Would highly recommend PlumbCall.



[image: Michael Hoare]
Michael Hoare
1701323633

Called Peter in the morning as toilet cistern was not working. Arrived at 1:00 pm same day fixed the issue by 2:00 pm.  So impressed with his service obtaining a quote on more plumbing work.Thank you Peter for the excellent service.
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Chris Goulding
1701247844

Excellent service, 2 hours response time from 1st enquiry to house visit. Cant reccomend enough.
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Vivienne Grigg
1700721387

Very professional, polite & efficient. Fixed job down
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Angel
1700551242

I received call back within 5 min, Alex came within 20 min and fixed the problem highly recommended
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A-Line Holiday Park
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Kelsey Morgan
1700457700

They were very fast at coming round to fix my front tap when it had broken, the repairman was friendly and it honestly did not cost as much as I was expecting.Thankyou so much
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MATT THOMPSON
1700112052

Prompt, efficient and reasonable priced.
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Paul McGrath
1700088283

Alex was great, got here as quickly as he could and helped out with advice about a couple of issues. Thanks!



[image: B Campbell]
B Campbell
1700035185

Alex was polite, professional & got us booked in quickly. Even was quick to respond when we had a follow up issue.Great pricing and really pleased with the result.Thank you Alex!
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Jennifer Ormsby
1699098754

Excellent service will use them again
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Teresa Hart
1698905547

Thanks to Peter who sorted our issue. Would recommend Plumbcall and use them again.
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mina ghprial
1698702575

the best in bendigo!!!
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Mark McGrath
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Renee
1697165226

Great service from first call to installation! Very reliable, friendly, punctual, knowledgeable and efficient! Overall, a great company to deal with. I highly recommend Plumbcall for all of your plumbing needs. I will certainly be calling them again next time I need some plumbing work done! Thanks to Alex for installing a new toilet cistern to stop water waste and a new bathroom sink mixer in my ensuite so that I have hot water in there again!
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Nichola Wright
1696411013

Very helpful and friendly staff thanks to Peter
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Debbie
1688106626

Brenton was able to come the same day as he finished another job early. We had a hotwater pressure issue in our caravan and he kept at it until he could locate where the issue was and fix it. Really nice guy and happy with the service and job done.
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Scott Lusted
1687943205

Brenton was very prompt, professional and friendly.  He made sure all was clean before he left and was attentive to our needs.  His quality and workmanship exceeded our expectations.  Highly recommended.
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B Thomas
1683361050

Peter did an excellent job in our property.
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Carol Bowman
1681277343

Was very responsive to a non urgent job.
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Matt Thompson
1681192190

Peter promptly answered my message and organised to attend. I received a call stating he was on his way and attended 15 minutes later. Arrived and diagnosed the problem gave me some options and then quickly and efficiently installed new Mixer. All up very happy with the service and will definitely be utilising this Company again should the need arise.
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Darryl Shaw
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Prompt professional service at a reasonable price. Thanks Peter.
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